UMKC Black Studies Program

OPEN HOUSE EVENT

CONNECTING CREATIVE BOUNDARIES: QUILTING AND BLACK WOMEN’S EXPRESSIVE AND LITERARY FORMS


GUEST SPEAKER:

DR. VERONICA N. WILSON-TAGOYE
Visiting Professor, UMKC Black Studies Program

SPECIAL PRESENTATION

THE MO-KAN HEART QUILTERS GUILD
“AFRICAN AMERICAN QUILTERS CONTINUOUSLY STITCHING THE DREAM”

Black History Month Art Exhibit curator—J. Tony Hancock (Kansas City Artist)

6:00PM: RECEPTION (LIGHT REFRESHMENTS)
6:30PM: PRESENTATION

DATE: TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 23, 2010
LOCATION: BLACK STUDIES OFFICE
5305 HOLMES ROAD
KANSAS CITY, MO 64110
CONTACT: 816.235.2636